
In this issue:   Cost saving option to 6TAGM batteries   &  Advantages of SPIRALCELL battery technology.

LOWER COST OPTION TO THE 6TAGM BATTERY:
Want to know an easy way to save your unit over $491 the next time you replace

two batteries on a piece of equipment?

Instead of ordering two of the expensive 6T-AGM batteries, try two Red or Yellow Top

Optima batteries and two of the reusable 6T adapter plates. The plate raises the Optima to

the same height as the 6T and enables the use of most hold down brackets. Both of these

are CLIX.  Two Red Top 34/78 batteries & two adapter plates cost $256.18 total as

compared to $748.34 for a pair of 6TAGM batteries (Dec 2011 FEDLOG).   Contact us

with questions about specific equipment or applications that the smaller Optima battery is

suitable for.  Not intended for applications that need the larger reserve capacity of a 6T

size battery such as operating radios or electronics with the vehicle engine off.

(Click on picture to learn more)
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Have you ever wondered why Optima batteries are preferred by performance

enthusiasts? Take a look at this Optima Spiralcell Technology breakout.  It depicts a few

of the many features that also make Optima the battery of choice for maintenance

professionals everywhere.

Compare Optima Spiralcell technology with flat-plate batteries:  

15 times more vibration resistance

Longer retained reserve capacity*

Most cranking power per pound

Longer life

(Click on battery to learn more)

 

 

* As the battery ages/cycles, the Optima Spiralcell retains its capacity for a longer portion of the total battery life. 

Flooded & AGM flat plate batteries will start to decline in capacity much sooner.   

Want to get the most  out of your batteries?

We provide free support for your battery related issues.

Just go to:   www.milbatteries.com   or   call 970-586-0660.

Also available, free on-site battery maintenance procedures and training.

This has proven to improve equipment readiness, reduce lead acid battery

consumption & save money for your shop!
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